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Who & how we serve

We collectively support millions of people around the world by
working alongside institutions and financial advisors as they
contribute to the financial well-being of those who depend on them.

400+

~100

500,000+

25mn

44mn+

400+

of the world’s top insurance
companies utilize our products
and services to help enhance the
value they deliver to their clients

Investor accounts in the US hold
iShares® ETFs in their portfolio1

central banks and sovereign
wealth funds partner with us
across asset management, risk
and advisory to help countries
achieve their broader objectives

Individuals planning for
retirement in US & Canada have
access to our products through
their defined contribution plans2

clinicians and 10,000 health
organizations supported with
time-saving tech during the
COVID-19 pandemic through our
global health-focused impact
strategy*

family offices in the US entrust
us to manage assets on their
behalf

Source: BlackRock, data as of 31 December 2021 unless otherwise noted. *Most recent data available, as of 30 September 2020.
1 Source: Broadridge, BlackRock estimate (2021). Calculation based on the total number of households that own an iShares ETF and assuming each household has 1.3 accounts. Not counting index mutual funds. 2 Source: BlackRock
analysis, based on Brightscope data as of 31 December 2021.
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Investment Process
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Security Selection

Sector specialist teams leverage the broad resources of BlackRock to make bottom-up decisions

Platform alpha via sourcing,
structuring, and execution

Integrated ESG analysis and
engagement

Portfolio managers set top-down asset
allocation

Proprietary valuation models

Frequent access to management
teams and senior gov’t officials

Sector specialists drive bottom-up security
selection

Utilise qualitative and quantitative
analysis across large data sets
Source: BlackRock. Investment process is shown for illustrative purposes only and subject to change.
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Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) integration
With increasing focus on ESG, BlackRockhas expanded our focus to meet the needs of our clients.

1

Material insight
& credit research
•

•

•

ESG information is another
set of inputs in the mix of
market signals, financial
reports, unstructured data,
and research opinions that
our US IG Credit Research
Team considers
Material ESG considerations
are incorporated into the US
IG Credit researchprocess

2

Investmentprocess &
portfolio construction
•

Our proprietary risk software
ESG switch tools allow
portfolio managers to look
for ESG enhancing trades*
across all currencies

•

ESG analytics from multiple
sources have been
incorporated throughout our
proprietary risk software

Regular ESG research deep
dives
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Material insight
& credit research

•

Risk & Quantitative Analysis
(RQA) professionals work
with the investment team to
regularly monitor ESGrelated exposures to ensure
a heightened scrutiny of
high ESG risk sectors and
issuers

•

Portfolio managers monitor
and evaluate names with
negative ESG characteristics

•

ESG reports are available to
clients for every portfolio
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Combine platform insights
with latest big data
techniques and technology
to optimise portfolio
construction
•

Aladdin Research

We have a continuous focus on leveraging technology to
sharpen investment insights and enhance our industryleading Aladdin* investment management platform
BlackRock G7 GDP Growth GPS

Integrationof
investment and risk
management process

Leveraging big data
in investment process
Portfolio Construction Tools

Transparency into
portfolio risk and
performance
*Aladdin® is an end-to-end operating system for investment professionals to see
their whole portfolio, understand risk exposure, and act with precision.
Aladdin stands for Asset, Liability, Debt and Derivative Investment Network.
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A rigorous approach that
seeks to employ the best
ideas across the fixed
income platform

Unbiased
Approach
Sector Allocation
Active rotation across benchmark
and out of benchmark sectors

Security Selection
Strong bottom-up research dedicated to
identifying well supported credits

Core Sectors
• US Treasuries

• US Municipals

• US Agencies

• ABS

• US Mortgages

• CMBS

• IG Corporates

Duration, Yield Curve, Macro
Strategies designed to manage duration,
yield curve positioning and risk

“Plus” Sectors
• US TIPS

• Non-US Credit

• Global Inflation Linkers

• Non-Agency RMBS

• HY Corporates

• CLOs

• Bank Loans

• Emerging Markets

Source: BlackRock. Investment process is shown for illustrative purposes only and is subject to change.
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Risk Management:
Partnership between RQA and Customized
Multi-Sector Team

1
On-going dialogue
and close partnership
with Risk &
Quantitative Analysis
(RQA) is an integral
part of the
investment process

2

Team approach to risk management
Dedicated RQA professionals partner with Customized Multi-Sector
Team to manage risk

Sophisticated analytics and
investment systems
BlackRock Solutions® produces state-of-the-practice proprietary
analytics and tools

3

Open information architecture
All levels of the organization share the same timely information on
portfolio risk

Source: BlackRock. Investment process is shown for illustrative
purposes only and is subject to change. Risk management cannot
fully eliminate the risk of investment loss.
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Global Credit Research Platform
Dedicated, global IG research

Global Investment Grade Credit Research Team

team organized geographically, by
industry, and rating to maximize
coverage

Thomas Walsh

Head of US Credit Research

Utilize qualitative and
quantitative analysis

Douglas Oare, CFA

to identify what we believe to be the
best investment opportunities

Strategic partnerships

via our extensive credit and equity
research platforms

+18 IG research analysts in
EMEA, APAC

Responsible Investing and ESG

with dedicated sector specialists and
Global Capital Markets team to ensure
investment themes are actionable

Strong access to
management teams

Head of US IG Research
+12 research analysts in
Americas

We consider ESG information as it relates to an issuer’s
creditworthiness and engage proactively with global entities to
address ESG and financial concerns

Insights
Developing the clearest
possible picture of how
environmental, social and
governance issues affect
risk and long term return

Integration
Integrating
sustainabilityrelated insights
and data into our
investment
processes

Source: BlackRock; September2022.
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Analytical review process
Qualitative factors

Quantitative factors

Identify whether the issuer is succeeding in their market

Fundamental
Analysis

Equity Market
View
ESG

1

Industry assessment – Current outlook and dynamics

2

Competitive position – How strongly positioned is

3

Management quality – How strong is management

issuer?

4

Financial position

Leverage
• Ability to take on additional
leverage

Liquidity

team?

• Committed sources of
funding for surprise needs

Fundamental
View

Critical to understand how all stakeholders view an issuer – Equity markets can serve as a
leading indicator for potential event risk

Examine holistically an issuer’s social and environmental impact alongside investment
and risk characteristics - ESG rating, carbon intensity, and sustainable exposure

Consider key factors: levels, liquidity, potential issuance, comparable issuers

Credit Market
View

Output

Sector Specialists/Portfolio Managers
• Concentrating buying power

BlackRock Capital Markets

• Incorporate portfolio construction view

• Impact new issue pricing and covenants with
underwriters

• Enhancing allocations

• Source transactions on positive pricing terms

Final relative value decision communicated to the platform

Credit Market
View

Relative Value
Recommendation

Source: BlackRock, September 2022. For Illustrative purposes only. Subject to change.
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Credit view formulation
Analytical Review
Assess company &
fundamentals in line
with credit analysis
framework

Formulate
Conviction Views
Partner with
sector specialist
to evaluate &
identify our best
investment
opportunities

Global Credit Scorecard

Set Expectations
on Outcomes

Monitoring and
Risk Management

Establish levelof
conviction and
catalysts for
strategy to be
successful

Ongoing evaluation
of positions and
catalysts which
change investment
thesis

Integration with PM Tools

Analysts and traders provide deep dive informationon each issuer that is then used in
portfolio construction by the PM. Some common indicators include:
•
•
•
•
•

Overall credit worthiness (strong, mixed, weak)
Direction of credit worthiness (improving, deteriorating, stable)
Relative value (rich, cheap)
Weighted recommendation (overweight, market weight or underweight the issuer)
Potential ratings downgrades (A to BBB, IG to HY)

Source: BlackRock. Investment process is for illustrativepurposes only. Monitoredcharacteristics and indicators are subject to change.
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Investment Team
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Taxable Fixed Income – Investment Team
David Antonelli
ManagingDirector
David Antonelli, Managing Director, is the Deputy Head of New York Core Portfolio Management (CorePM) within Global Fixed
Income. Mr. Antonelli runs the Multi Sector and Rates CorePM team which focuses on asset allocation, risk budgeting and
consistency across various Fundamental businesses. Prior to joining the CorePM team, he was a Portfolio Manager on the
InstitutionalMulti Sector business focused on macro positioning, rates and consistency.
Mr. Antonelli joined BlackRock in 2002 as an analyst in the Operations group, spending time in both Trading and Custody
Operations. Mr. Antonelli earned a BS degree in Finance and Accounting, with a minor in Computer Science from Georgetown
University.
MichaelHeilbronn
Director
Michael Heilbronn, Director, is a member of the Core PM SMA Team in Princeton for BlackRock's Managed Account business
within Multi-Asset Strategies (MAS). In this capacity, he is responsible for managing mid-sized institutional taxable bond
portfolios. Additionally, Mr. Heilbronn is part of a liaison team that coordinates the SMA fixed income portfolio strategy and
credit research with the rest of the firm. He works closely with each group to facilitate idea sharing and trade ideas across
portfolios.
Mr. Heilbronn’s service with the firm dates back to 1998, including his years with Merrill Lynch Investment Managers (MLIM),
which merged with BlackRock in 2006. At MLIM, he was a product specialist for the firm's entire range of fixed income
portfolios, and also served as an associate asset management advisor. Michael joined MLIM in 2000, after working with the
mutual funds marketing team at the Merrill Lynch Private Client Group for two years.
Mr. Heibronn earned a BS degree from the Pennsylvania State University in 1998.
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Taxable Fixed Income – Investment Team
Matthew Wang
Managing Director
Matthew Wang, Managing Director, is the Head of Portfolio Construction Research for Fundamental Fixed Income. In this role,
he is responsible for enhancing the portfolio construction technology and analytical infrastructure to better assess and
implement risk budgeting with respect to portfolio specific constraints.
Mr. Wang began his career at BlackRock in 2001 as an analyst in the Portfolio Analytics Group and was previously the Lead
Risk Manager for US Multi-Sector Fixed Income in the Risk & Quantitative Analysis Group.
Mr. Wang earned a BS degree in mechanical engineering from the University of Michigan in 1999 and an MS degree in
Financial Engineering from Columbia University in 2000.
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Target Portfolio Details
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Important Notes
THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN MAY BE PROPRIETARY IN NATURE AND HAS BEEN PROVIDED TO YOU ON A CONFIDENTIAL BASIS, AND
MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED, COPIED OR DISTRIBUTED WITHOUT THE PRIOR CONSENT OF BLACKROCK, INC. AND/OR ITS SUBSIDIARIES
(TOGETHER, “BLACKROCK”).
This document contains general information only and does not take into account an individual’s financial circumstances. An assessment should be made as to
whether the information is appropriate in individual circumstances and consideration should be given to talking to a professional adviser before making an
investment decision.
This material is not intended to be relied upon as a forecast, research or investment advice, and is not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any
securities or to adopt any investment strategy. The opinions expressed may change as subsequent conditions vary.

The information and opinions contained in this material are derived from proprietary and non -proprietary sources deemed by BlackRock to be reliable, are not
necessarily all inclusive and are not guaranteed as to accuracy. Any investments named within this material may not necessarily be held in any accounts
managed by BlackRock. Reliance upon information in this material is at the sole discretion of the reader. Statements concerning financial market trends are
based on current market conditions, which will fluctuate. There is no guarantee that these investment strategies will work un der all market conditions. Outlook
and strategies are subject to change without notice.
For more complete information, please ask your Financial Advisor for the client agreement and disclosure document. Please rea d them carefully before you
invest and consider the strategy’s investment objective, risks, charges and management expenses among other information conta ined in the documents

This communication and its content represent confidential information.
Performance and Fees. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Certain performance figures do not reflect the deduction of investment advisory
fees (please refer to Part 2 of BlackRock’s Form ADV) in the case of separate accounts; but they do reflect commissions, other expenses, and reinvestment of
earnings. Such fees that a client may incur in the management of their investment advisory account may reduce the client's return. For example, assuming an
annual gross return of 8% and an annual management/advisory fee of .40%, the net annualized total return of the portfolio would be 7.58% over a 5-year
period. The “net of fees’ performance figures reflect the deduction of actual investment advisory fees but do not reflect the deduction of custodial fees. All
periods longer than one year are annualized. When BlackRock invests a client’s separate account in mutual funds or exchange traded funds, such funds may
charge fees and expenses payable to third parties and/or BlackRock that are in addition to the fee payable to BlackRock in connection with its management of
the separate account.
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Important Notes
Composite and Benchmark Descriptions and Additional Performance Detail. Investing involves risk. The performance information shown reflects the
performance of a composite of accounts (or portions of accounts) that does not necessarily reflect the performance that any particular account investing in the
same or similar securities may have had during the period. Actual account performance is likely to differ from the composite performance shown for a variety of
reasons, including but not limited to: differences in market conditions, portfolio turnover and in the number, types, availability and diversity of securities that
can be purchased; economies of scale, regulations and other factors applicable to the management of large separate accounts and mutual funds; clientimposed investment restrictions; the timing of client investments and withdrawals; the deduction of taxes; tax considerations; and other factors. Composite and
benchmark / index performance results reflect realized and unrealized appreciation and the reinvestment of dividends, interest, and / or capital gains. Taxes
have not been deducted. Gross composite returns do not reflect actual performance because they do not reflect the deduction of any fees or expenses. Due to
the compounding effect of these fees, annual net composite returns may be lower than stated gross returns less stated maximum fee. The firm’s performance
results are the product of the efforts of numerous personnel and the firm-wide global resources made available to them. The personnel and resources
contributing to the firm’s performance results include portfolio managers and their staff, research analysts, risk management professionals, in-house trading
professionals, investment supervisory personnel, and the firm’s proprietary investment processes, integrated global research systems and access to third-party
research sources.
Risk
Investment involves risk. Stock and bond values fluctuate in price so the value of your investment can go down depending upon market conditions. The two
main risks related to fixed income investing are interest rate risk and credit risk. Typically, when interest rates rise, there is a corresponding decline in the
market value of bonds. Credit risk refers to the possibility that the issuer of the bond will not be able to make principal and interest payments. The principal on
mortgage- or asset-backed securities may be prepaid at any time, which will reduce the yield and market value of these securities. Obligations of US
Government agencies and authorities are supported by varying degrees of credit but generally are not backed by the full faith and credit of the US Government.
Investments in non-investment-grade debt securities (“high-yield bonds” or “junk bonds”) may be subject to greater market fluctuations and risk of default or
loss of income and principal than securities in higher rating categories. Income from municipal bonds may be subject to state and local taxes and at times the
alternative minimum tax. International investing involves risks related to foreign currency, limited liquidity, less government regulation, and the possibility of
substantial volatility due to adverse political, economic or other developments. These risks are often heightened for investments in emerging / developing
markets or smaller capital markets.
Model Portfolio
Information concerning portfolio allocations, holdings, and characteristics is representative of the model portfolio for this strategy and does not necessarily
reflect an actual account. Actual portfolios may differ as a result of account size, client-imposed investment restrictions, the timing of client investments and
market, economic, and individual company considerations.
Credit Quality
The credit quality of a particular security or group of securities does not ensure the stability or safety of an overall portfolio. The quality ratings of individual
issues/issuers are provided to indicate the credit worthiness of such issues/issuer and generally range from AA, (highest) to D (lowest). BlackRock provides
compensation in connection with obtaining or using third-party ratings, rankings, or data).
Securities Referenced
Any reference herein to any security and/or a particular issuer shall not constitute a recommendation to buy or sell, offer to buy, offer to sell, or a solicitation of
an offer to buy or sell any such securities issued by such issuer. BlackRock may or may not own the securities referenced and, if such securities are owned, no
representation is being made that such securities will continue to be held.
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Important Notes
Tax & Legal
This material has been prepared for informational purposes only, and is not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, accounting, legal or tax advice.
You should consult your tax or legal advisor regarding such matters.
Forward Looking Information
This material may contain “forward-looking” information that is not purely historical in nature. Such information may include, among other things, projections,
forecasts, estimates of yields or returns, and proposed or expected portfolio composition. Moreover, where certain historical performance information of other
investment vehicles or composite accounts managed by BlackRock has been included in this material and such performance information is presented by way
of example only. No representation is made that the performance presented will be achieved, or that every assumption made in achieving, calculating or
presenting either the forward-looking information or the historical performance information herein has been considered or stated in preparing this material.
Any changes to assumptions that may have been made in preparing this material could have a material impact on the investment returns that are presented
herein by way of example. There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass.
Definitions:

Standard deviation is a statistical measure that depicts how widely the returns of an investment varied over a certain period of time. Investors can use the
standard deviation of historical performance to try to predict the range of returns that may occur for a particular investmen t. A higher standard deviation
indicates greater volatility or a wider range of returns.
Beta is a historical measure of the degree of change in value in a portfolio given a change in value in a benchmark index. A portfolio with a beta greater than one
generally exhibits more volatility than its benchmark index, and a portfolio with a beta of less than one generally exhibits less volatility than its benchmark
index.
Alpha measures the difference between a portfolio’s actual returns and its expected performance, given its beta and the actual retu rns of the benchmark index.
Alpha is often described as a measurement of the value added or subtracted by a portfolio’s manager.
Up-market capture ratio is a measure of manager’s performance in up markets relative to the market itself. The higher the manager’s up-market capture ratio,
the better the manager capitalized on a rising market. In this presentation, quarterly data is used.
Down-market capture ratio is a measure of manager’s performance in down markets relative to the market itself. The lower the manager’s down -market
capture ratio, the better the manager protected capital during a market decline. In this presentation, quarterly data is used.
THIS MATERIAL IS HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL AND IS NOT TO BE REPRODUCED OR DISTRIBUTED TO PERSONS OTHER THAN THE RECIPIENT.
© 2022 BlackRock, Inc. All Rights Reserved. BLACKROCK is a registered trademark of BlackRock, Inc. and its subsidiaries. All other trademarks are the property
of their respective owners.
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